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Abstract
We propose a method for guiding genetic
algorithms for information retrieval by fuzzy
classification and a genetic feature selection
process of terms from documents evaluated by
the user. The fuzzy classifier implements an
inductive derivation of the current, experience
based, interest profile in terms of an importance
weighted conjunction of genes. A gene is
defined by a symbol and a fuzzy number of
occurrences of the symbol in documents
belonging to the class of documents that satisfy
the user’s information need. Once the
classification of the documents is made, a
genetic selection from the most discriminatory
terms is carried out. In this way, the terms that
allow the system to discern between good and
bad documents are selected and stored as a part
of the user’s profile to be used in future queries
to the system. The fuzzy classification and term
selection processes provide a better utilization
of valuable knowledge for genetic algorithms in
order to get an improvement of the quality of
the estimates of the current and near future
information needs in the areas of interest to the
user.
Keywords: User profiles, Fuzzy Classification,
Feature Selection, Genetic Algorithms, World
Wide Web.
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Introduction

The classification of documents in Web servers and
document bases is a determinant aspect in Information
Retrieval. The efficiency of the different methods utilized
in query and matching processes is usually diminished by
both a poor classification of the documents and a lack of
personalization in the representation of the user’s needs.
The classification problem has been widely studied in
others disciplines such as Numerical Taxonomy and
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Machine Learning, and many techniques generated in
these fields are being exported to solve the problems of
classification and rules generation in Data Mining and
Knowledge Discovery in all kinds of information systems,
including Web and Textual ones.
The settling of the differences between the terms Web
Mining and Text Mining comes from the aspects of the
information access based on the user needs tasks versus
the tasks of organization, classification and categorization
of the textual information from the Web (Wulkefuhler &
Punch, 1998) or other sources. Therefore, we understand
by Web Mining the results of the application of traditional
mine tasks to the information access and retrieving
processes in relation to the web user needs.
When a user retrieves documents from an information
system (for instance, from the Internet), most of actual
systems have a lack of building a user profile. Hence, the
user can not use the previous queries to the system for
future requests. A learning of the user’s needs is
becoming a fundamental stage in the process of
information retrieval. These needs may be represented by
terms extracted from those documents that the user has
evaluated as good ones.
One of the main problems studied in this field is the
construction of user profiles by means of the discovering
of the most relevant and representative terms (features)
which information filtering systems can use to determine
the most useful information to a given user. We must
distinguish between those terms that best represent the
information user needs, and those that allow us to discern
between relevant and no-relevant, that is, the
discriminatory terms for a certain classification.

2

Problem Formulation

Most of the techniques used in text classification are
determined by the occurrences of the words (terms)
appearing in the documents, combined with the user
feedback over the documents retrieved. However, in our
model, the most relevant terms will be selected from a
previous fuzzy classification given by the genetic
algorithm guided by the user feedback, but using
techniques from Machine Learning.

Let ∆={D1, ..., Dm} be the set of documents evaluated
by the user, and let ui∈[0, 1] be the user’s evaluation of
the document Di, i=1, ..., m, meaning the degree to which
the user finds that the document Di satisfies his needs. We
shall assume that an evaluation u=0.5 is neutral, while
u>0.5 indicates a good document, u=1 representing a
highly relevant document, while u<0.5 indicates a bad
document, u=0 representing a document which is not
relevant at all.
We will, without loss of generalization, assume that ∆
is ordered decreasingly by ui:
∆ = {D1 , K , D k , D k +1 , K , Dl −1 , Dl , K , D m }
such that the subsets {D1 , K , D k } , {D k +1 , K , Dl −1 } , and
{Dl ,K , Dm } contains, respectively, the good, the neutral
and the bad documents.
Let T = {t 1 , K t n } be the set of symbols extracted from
∆, and xij the relative frequency of symbol tj in document
Di. The estimation of the expected value of xj in good and
bad documents is given by the weighed average of the
relative occurrence frequency of a symbol tj in the good
and bad document by x j and x ′j , respectively:

∑ (ui ⋅ xij )
= i =1 k
∑i =1 ui
k

xj

∑i =l ((1 − ui ) ⋅ xij )
m
∑i =l (1 − u i )
m

x ′j =

(1)

In our model, a gene in a chromosome is defined by a
symbol µ≅η and a fuzzy number of occurrences of the
symbol in documents belonging to the class of documents
that satisfy the user’s information need. Then G is a pair
G(t, η~ ), where t is a term, and η~ is a fuzzy number
characterized by the membership function µ ≅η .as
follows:
⎧0
⎪

µ ≅ (x ) = ⎨

x=0

(2)
⎪⎩e
x>0
The membership function is a Gaussian one, assuming
that the relative symbol occurrence frequency is normal
distributed N(η,σ2), where the parameters η, σ ∈R+, with
η = x j and σ 2j defined as follows:
⎛ x −η ⎞
−1 ⎜
2 ⎝ σ ⎟⎠

∑i =1 (ui xij − x j )
k
∑i =2 ui
k

σ 2j =

2

(3)

3 Description of the System
Two main modules can be distinguished in our system,
namely the genetic feature selection and the fuzzy
classifier (see Figure 1). We describe these modules in the
following.
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Figure 1. A view of the system.

3.1 The Genetic Selector Module
One of the first stages of the classification process is the
Feature Selection (FS), by means of which the complexity
of the problem is reduced by the elimination of irrelevant
features to consider later in the classification stage.
The problem of FS in the framework of text databases,
therefore, can be studied from two points of view:
1) If the documents are not previously classified, the
selection of the most relevant features (terms in
documents) give us those terms which describe the
documents better.
2) On the other hand, if there is a previous classification
(categorization) of the documents, a selection of the
features would carry out the search of the most
discriminatory terms, that is, those terms which allow
to distinguish the different existent classes in a later
stage. A study of the importance of the term reduction
to improve some significant text categorization
methods can be found in (Yang and Wilbur, 1996).
Given a previous classification, this module allows us to
select the most discriminatory terms for a certain
classification. In this case, we can select the
discriminatory terms as derived from the fuzzy
classification of the documents previously retrieved by the
user. Through identifying and applying these terms, the
system learns the user’s interests, thus improving the
quality of the fuzzy classification process when the user
makes a new query.
The fitness function to maximize is based on the
discriminatory power of every term through all the
population as well as the accumulated discerning in the
chromosomes.
(4)
py = sy + qy
where sy represents the similarity between a chromosome
and the discriminatory vector, and it is based on the

Jaccard’s score (Salton & McGill, 1983) weighted by an
individual evaluation of every term:

∑ j =1 Cy (t j ) ⋅ Vh (t j ) ⋅ G(t j )
1
S (C y ,Vh ) = ⋅ T
T ∑ C y (t j ) + ∑ T Vh (t j ) − ∑ T C y (t j ) ⋅ Vh (t j )
j =1
j =1
j =1
T

(5)

where:
• C y (t j ) = µ ≅ (t j ) , as defined in (2), and represents the

•

•

relative frequency of every term tj appearing in the
gene of the chromosome Cy.
Vh (t j ) = µ ≅ (Di (t j ) ) ⋅ µ ≅ (Dk (t j ) ) is the discriminatory
vector based on the comparision of the term ti
appearing in documents Di and Dk.
g tj
, with g(ti) being the accumulated
G tj = T
∑ j =1 g t j

( )
( )

( )

value of ti for all the discriminatory vectors,

Fitness Function
The evaluation of the Genetic Algorithm in this stage will
be guided by the maximization of the fitness function,
calculated from the combination of fuzzy precision and
fuzzy recall.
The fuzzy recall-precision measure is applied in
experimental situations where documents in the collection
queried have all been evaluated by the user. Let
Ω = {ω 1 , K , ω n } be the collection queried, and let ui and
Ω

si be the (expert) user’s and the system’s evaluation of the
document ωi.
We define the fuzzy recall-precision τ by:
(7)
τ = ρvψ v
where ρ is the fuzzy recall, and ψ is the fuzzy precision
defined by:
1

n
min(u i , s i )
∑
i =1
ρ=
n
∑i =1 u i

and qy represents the capability of the chromosome itself,
calculated by adding the accumulated discriminatory
values of every term presented into the chromosome, as it
is shown below.

∑ j =1 C y (t j ). g (ti )
=
T
∑ j =1 g (t j )
T

qy

(6)

3.2 The Fuzzy Classifier Module
The fuzzy classifier implements an inductive derivation of
the current, experience based, interest profile in terms of
an importance weighted conjunction of genes.
One of the most remarkable models of representation
of documents is the vector space model, in which the
terms of queries and documents are the components of
vectors. These terms may be viewed as features which
binary values 0 and 1 indicate the absence or presence of a
term in the document, respectively. However, a more
accepted representation of a document comes from a
weighted vector, where every position indicates the term
frequency, that is, the number of times that the term
appears in the document, or the term importance indicator
calculated by the product of the term frequency and the
inverse document frequency, indicating the term
frequency of a word in a document relative to the entire
collection of documents (Salton, 1989).
A document score in a gene is been given by α=µ≅η(x),
where x is the number of occurrences of the symbol t in
the document.
Obviously, the aggregation of a document score in the
genes of a chromosome query to its overall score for the
chromosome query should apply an AND-like operator.
On the other hand, the aggregation of the document-in
chromosome scores in the whole population should be an
OR-like operator. The selection of these operators for the
production system should be based on their evaluation in
an experimental setting.

∑ min(u i , si )
= i =1 n
∑i =1 si
nΩ

Ω

Ω

2

ψ

Ω

(8)

and v1, v2 are the importances of high recall and high
precision, respectively.
For and Internet information retrieval system, we
expect that precision is more important than recall, and
therefore v1<v2.
Notice, that applied to the subset of Ω comprising the
documents evaluated by the user in answer retrieved by
the system, the fuzzy recall-precision τ measures how
close the system’s evaluation is to the user’s evaluation.

4 Related Work
Several approaches using GAs related to this topic can be
found in the literature. In BEAGLE (Ferguson, 1995). The
author builds a population of user profiles which represent
the best subset of keywords that allow us to discern
among all the documents set those to be relevant.
There are some others approaches that use other
techniques. Bloedorn et al. (Bloedorn, Mani &
MacMillan, 1996), combine different learning methods
such as Rocchio, C4.5 and AQ15, and measures coming
from Information Retrieval and Machine Learning, to
evaluate the influence of text features on user profiles,
partitioning the document set into relevant and nonrelevant ones. In (Pazzani and Billsus, 1997), a Bayesian
classifier is used to define user profiles, and the expected
information gain of the most informative terms is
calculated as feature selection stage.
Collaborative filtering is seen as a classification task in
(Pazzani and Billsus, 1998). The dimensionality of
document terms is reduced by the selection of the most
informative terms based on the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of an initial matrix of user
evaluations.
Other approach using GAs is presented in (MartínBautista, Larsen and Vila, 1998), where a user profile is
built from the user preferences, represented by a
population of chromosomes. Each chromosome is a vector
of fuzzy genes, where every gene represents by a fuzzy set

the number of occurrences that a term should have in the
document required by the user.
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